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The 2002 Mission Need Statement for Operationally Responsive Spacelift (ORS MNS) “establishes the requirement
for responsive, on-demand access to, through and from space. It also requires on-demand, flexible, and cost
effective operations.” [RDT&E R-2 Exhibit, PE 0604855F]. A number of activities have been initiated to respond
to this mission need, such as DARPA’s RASCAL and FALCON programs, but their primary emphasis is on the
launch vehicle. Responsive Space Lift is a function of the launch vehicle, the payload and the process support.
Launch vehicles must be capable of inserting payloads into the desired orbits within hours, payloads must be
checked out and operating within just a few orbits, and the process support must accomplish a myriad of tasks
within hours that normally take as long as 12 months. This paper will focus on the process support aspects of
operationally responsive spacelift (ORS) and identify key approaches and technology challenges that will support
ORS missions. One key approach is to depart from the highly individualized and hands-on processes associated
with existing space launches in the US and establish an operational or ‘wooden round’ approach to ORS. The term
‘wooden round’ refers to tactical munitions that have long shelf lives, require minimal testing and handling, and can
be loaded onto the launch platforms within hours from mission call-up. Smart versions of ‘wooden rounds’ have
data interfaces that allow the aircraft crews to load the mission enabling software en-route to the target.
Implementing a similar approach for ORS would require dramatic shifts from current launch practices. Innovative
and rapid methods for accomplishing range safety, flight termination system, and mission planning functions of the
launch process would need to be developed and implemented. The mission planning process would have to shift
from an expert-guided highly chaotic process to one where the launch vehicle crews could select desired orbital
parameters and load the mission software to the vehicle without a team of experts standing by. ORS may also
require that certain missions use air launch to achieve the desired timelines.
INTRODUCTION
Certain categories of spacecraft may need to be
launched rapidly, checked out rapidly and be in full
operation within two orbits after launch. The Air
Force and DARPA are pursuing new concepts that
can achieve launch readiness within hours of call-up,
and be able to conduct military operations within
hours of reaching orbit. These systems could have
applications ranging from time-critical military
missions to satellite replenishment to near-real-time
remote sensing of geophysical events or groundbased activities. A logical conclusion is that these
responsive satellites will probably be relatively small
– on the order of 500 pounds launch mass, and will
need to employ design approaches similar to those
being pursued by the small satellite community. Two
key aspects of this responsive on-orbit capability will
be the ability to:
• rapidly plan and implement the launch
process and,
• autonomously check out and enable the
payload within a few orbits after launch
Horais

The emphasis of this paper will be on the first aspect
– real-time mission planning for the launch phase. A
similar need exists for rapid mission planning for the
on-orbit phase, but it is not the subject of this paper.
The smallsat community provides a key resource for
the development of rapidly deployable on-orbit
systems. This key resource is a product of the
smallsat community’s proven capability to rapidly
develop new methods and approaches for space
missions and to “package” the approaches in small,
low-cost satellites. In contrast, existing large satellite
space system developers are committed to their
existing designs and processes. As a result they
cannot accept the risks involved in developing new
and innovative approaches for space mission
accomplishment.
Responsive space mission satellites will arguably be
based on small satellite technologies and design
approaches. The responsive nature of these missions
will also require that complete satellite systems exist
“on the shelf” ready for integration with the launch
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vehicle and deployment on orbit within hours to days
THE PROBLEM SPACE
of the demand for a time critical capability. The term
‘wooden round’ is often used by the military to
Space launch, as we know it today, does not follow a
describe these “off-the-shelf” systems that can
responsive approach – where responsiveness is
rapidly be called into action with a minimum of
measured in hours. Instead, it adheres to a lengthy,
preparation or custom handling. Wooden Rounds use
labor intensive and often custom process of
development processes where as many steps as
integration, testing, range safety interaction and
possible are done in advance so the actual mission
mission planning that typically takes months to
can be accomplished within hours of call-up.
accomplish.
Mission planning cannot be
Responsive Space = ƒ(LAUNCH VEHICLE, SPACECRAFT, PROCESS)
completed until the mission is
defined, so it must be
compressed significantly (from months to hours) to
Responsive Space, or the ability to place the desired
support the responsive timelines. Wooden Rounds
capability on orbit within a short period of time, is a
currently exist for tactical ground and air-launched
function of the launch vehicle, the spacecraft and the
systems but do not exist for space systems.
process. Process encompasses the overall Concept of
Operations (CONOPS) as well as the activities
The mission planning cycle for a typical satellite
needed to implement the launch and enable the
launch today takes as long as 12 months and involves
payload capability on orbit. Although the process
a number of interactive processes, such as launch
activities for the spacecraft and ground station are
vehicle and payload dynamics, orbital trajectory
just as important as the launch process, this paper
calculations, and range safety assessments. These
focuses primarily on the launch mission planning
interactive processes have to be guided by expert
portion of the process. In order to achieve a desired
intervention when the solutions diverge.
If
capability on orbit responsively, the launch vehicle
responsive space launch and on-orbit capabilities are
must be capable of receiving a payload and launching
to be achieved, these lengthy and iterative processes
it into the desired orbit within days or hours. In most
must be compressed from months to hours. Who is
discussions of responsive space capabilities, the
better qualified to develop the new and innovative
launch vehicle receives the principal emphasis and
solutions to these problems than you, the small
the process or concepts of operations (CONOPS)
satellite community?
tasks are given less attention. In many ways the
process tasks are the “tail that wags the dog” of
The paper is organized to discuss the current state-ofresponsive space missions. Unless the traditional
the-art for the space launch process and to draw
processes that currently take weeks to months to
conclusions on how it can be compressed to meet the
accomplish can be compressed into days or hours,
needs of responsive space missions. The paper
responsive space will not be achieved.
expands on launch mission planning concepts
introduced in a paper entitled “Responsive Air
The space launch mission planning process offers a
Launch” presented by the authors earlier this year.1
significant opportunity for compression of the overall
The current paper includes the following sections:
responsive launch timeline. Space launch mission
planning, as it is conducted today, is a time
• The Problem Space
consuming process due to a number of factors:
• Application Scenarios
• Wooden Round Concept
• Each launch requires a custom solution due
• Chaotic Processes
to variations in payloads, interfaces, mission
parameters and other non-standard factors
• State-of-the-Art in Mission Planning
• The mission plan must satisfy many
• Areas for Process Acceleration
different payload, vehicle, operations and
• Potential Solutions
range control requirements
• Conclusions
• Orbital solutions, stage drop-offs, vehicle
dynamics and collision avoidance iterative
The solutions proposed offer suggested approaches.
solutions do not always converge and often
The intent of this paper is to focus the attention and
result in chaotic solutions
innovative approaches of the small satellite
• Human intervention is necessary to guide
community on a key aspect of responsive space
the chaotic processes towards convergence
missions – the launch phase mission planning
and verify the correctness of the solution
process.
Horais
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To achieve the desired process compression many
tasks need to be accomplished in advance, as is done
now for tactical ‘wooden round’ systems. The term
‘wooden round’, discussed in detail in a later section
of the paper, refers to tactical munitions that can be
taken off the shelf, loaded onto the launch vehicle
and programmed with their mission parameters by
flight or ground crews within hours of the initial
mission tasking. Process tasks that cannot be
completely performed in advance, such as mission
planning, require innovative approaches to achieve
the desired timeline compression from months to
hours. Current practices for solving the mission
planning process blend computer solutions with
developer expertise to iteratively guide the frequently
divergent and chaotic solutions. This process often
occurs over a period of weeks to months. As shown
in Figure 1 below, the iterative mission planning
process encompasses the orbital calculations as well
as stage drop-off calculations, launch vehicle flight
control
revisions
and
collision
avoidance
calculations. Changing the parameters in any one of
these categories can cause the solution to become
unstable or chaotic. This requires expert, hands-on
intervention and results in a process of iterative, time
consuming solutions for all of the other categories.

provide timely and detailed data on parameters such
as winds aloft, temperature gradients, and ash cloud
constituents. Rapid deployment of this constellation
of small satellites provides the remote sensing
coverage needed to provide advance warning to
populated areas on adverse weather effects and
potential hazards to humans, livestock and plants.
The military scenario results from an immediate need
to provide a space-based tactical communications
capability to fill the gap in existing support for a
remote military operation. Existing bandwidth in this
remote area is insufficient to support critical
operations.
A mini-constellation of store-andforward communication satellites is launched ondemand to provide the needed support. Although the
individual capabilities of these small satellites are
limited, they provide more than adequate support for
the dedicated users and facilitate a safe and
successful operation.
Much work needs to be done to
scenarios and driving requirements
space missions. These two scenarios
examples of applications that could
responsive space capability.

further define
for responsive
are provided as
benefit from a

THE WOODEN ROUND CONCEPT

The iterative
mission
planning cycle

Figure 1. Iterative Planning Process
APPLICATION SCENARIOS
Two representative scenarios, one for earth sensing
and the other for military responsiveness, are
presented for application of the responsive launch
mission planning process.
The earth sensing scenario results from a large,
unexpected, volcanic eruption in the South Pacific
that has yielded a massive ash cloud. Existing space
assets (weather and geo-sensing satellites) are unable
to provide sufficient and timely data for accurate
forecasts on the weather and other adverse effects of
the growing ash cloud. A small constellation of
atmospheric remote sensing satellites is launched on
demand within hours of the volcanic eruption to
Horais

A recent DARPA assessment of responsive space
capabilities identified the ‘wooden round’ philosophy
used in tactical munitions delivery as a key enabler to
place space payloads/capabilities on orbit, ondemand, within hours.2 The term ‘wooden round’ is
used in reference to tactical munitions logistics.
‘Wooden’ denotes something that can be readily
stored and takes a minimum of maintenance.
‘Round’ refers to the munitions. The characteristics
of ‘wooden round’ tactical munitions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long shelf life
Self-contained system
Insensitive munitions
Minimal field assembly
Minimal inspection before use
Low cost

Examples of current ‘wooden rounds’ include:
•

The Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM).
JDAM can have its mission parameters
loaded after it is on the launch aircraft.
JDAM consists of a warhead and guidance
tail-kit stored as ‘wooden rounds’ and then
loaded onto the warheads (existing 250lb to
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•

2000lb general purpose air-dropped bombs).
The attachable tail-kit that provides accurate
delivery of general purpose bombs in
adverse weather conditions. Mission plans
are loaded to the host aircraft prior to takeoff
and the weapon automatically begins its
initialization process during captive carry on
the launch aircraft. Guidance is via an
accurate GPS coupled with a 3-axis inertial
navigation system (INS).3
The M26 Multiple Launch Rocket System
(MLRS) is a ‘wooden round’ tactical
munition with a shelf life of at least 15
years. The rockets are assembled, checked,
and packaged in dual-purpose launchstorage tubes at the factory. These launch
tubes are used for shipping/storage and
weapons launch. This design provides for
tactical loading and firing of the rocket
without troop assembly or detailed
inspection.4

Current Space Launch Systems are typically custom,
one-off assemblies – the opposite of the ‘wooden
round’ concept. If operationally responsive space
capabilities are to be achieved then the space
community can take a number of lessons from the
tactical munitions delivery community on how to
accomplish their missions within hours using long
shelf-life hardware that requires a minimum amount
of handling prior to launch/delivery. One distinction
with responsive launch vehicles is that the ‘wooden
round’ philosophy may not easily support the use of
cryogenic propellants due to the difficulties and time
requirements for handling, storing and loading the
cryogenic propellants into the launch vehicle. Solid
propellants or storable liquids have the potential to
meet the logistical support requirements that come
with rapid response timelines and the associated field
logistics minimization. The tradeoff could be a
reduction in performance (compared to high
performance liquid propulsion systems) to satisfy the
process
compression
requirements.
But
responsiveness is more than just the wooden round
approach. It encompasses aspects of the launch
vehicle, the payload and the overall process to place a
capability on orbit.

unpredictable steps that cannot be readily solved with
“closed form” equations. These interactive processes
frequently demonstrate characteristics of chaotic
processes where small variations in an input
parameter can cause the solution to diverge. The
result is that expert intervention is needed to guide
the solution away from a chaotic state and back
towards convergence. Expert intervention in the
solution process introduces timeline uncertainties that
do not support the process compression goals of
responsive mission planning. But what are chaotic
processes and how can they be understood or
controlled even if the problem space cannot be fully
defined?
Chaotic processes can be demonstrated by something
as simple as a dripping faucet. The dripping faucet
demo is based on an original experiment performed
by Robert Shaw and Peter Scott at the University of
California, Santa Cruz.6
When you observe a
slowly dripping faucet you see a regular and periodic
generation of drips from the faucet. Each drip is
formed and released from the faucet before the next
drip begins as shown in the sequence A through F in
Figure 2.

CHAOTIC PROCESSES
The term Chaos was first coined a little more than 30
years ago by James York who characterized as
chaotic the apparently unpredictable behavior
displayed by fluid flow in rivers, oceans, and clouds.5
The mission planning process for space vehicle
launches involves many interactive and often
Horais

Figure 2. Water Droplet Formation
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As the water volume is increased, the rate of drip
formation increases and the periodic nature of the
dripping increases. As we further increase the flow
rate it will transition to a steady state stream, as
shown in sequences G, H and I in Figure 2. In
between the rapid periodic dripping in sequence G
and the steady-state stream in sequence I there are
transitions worth observing as shown in sequence H.
Just before the flow forms a solid stream we can
observe a regular pattern of periodic dripping
interspersed with large splats (sequence H) of various
sizes, all falling at irregular highly unpredictable
intervals. The drops are beginning to form so quickly
that a waiting drop does not have time to spring back
and recover before it fills with water and breaks off.
This is an example of chaotic behavior.
Although many potentially chaotic systems appear to
be overly complex with too many variables and
degrees of freedom, they are not intractable
problems.
By isolating and controlling key
parameters we can gain an understanding and
possibly be able to control a very complex system. A
common feature of Chaos demonstrated by the
dripping faucet is the existence of a control parameter
– which regulates the amount of energy in the
system. Varying the control parameter allows us to
dictate the dynamics of the system. Chaos occurs
when the system has insufficient time to relax and
recover before the next event occurs. These
transitions between various behaviors are identical in
countless seemingly unrelated physical systems.
The dynamics of chaotic systems are revealed by the
time intervals between events such as the periods
between drips. We can expect specific behaviors in
a system that displays periodic behavior.
Specifically, we can expect to see higher periods and
Chaos with increased energy input such as the
increased flow rate from a dripping faucet. The
objective in chaotic systems is to forecast parameter
values that permit these transitions. This allows the
overall process to be controlled within parameter
ranges that preclude divergence or chaotic behavior.
The “dripping faucet” aspects of launch mission
planning are the variables that constantly change –
i.e. weather (winds aloft, cloud cover, etc.) orbital
dynamics to achieve desired orbit, stage drop-off
calculations, etc. Time extended solutions offer a
potential approach to develop and maintain a current
set of valid solutions to the launch mission planning
process.
The proposed time-extended mission
planning process would generate (in advance of the
launch order) a continually updated set of solutions to
potential launch scenarios. The mission planning
Horais

solution “engine” would constantly be asking the
question “Can We Launch Now?” When the mission
tasking is received, the final solution would be
computed as a small deviation (in parameter space
and/or time) from the pre-solved solution, ensuring
that it does not diverge. This solution approach is
discussed in more detail in a later section of the
paper. The next section provides a brief overview of
the current state-of-the-art in mission planning
solutions.
SPACE MISSION PLANNING
Launch phase mission planning involves a complex
Interaction of payload and launch vehicle dynamics
and their effect on guidance, navigation and control
(GN&C). Mission planning is typically conducted as
a set of interactive processes, supported by expert
guidance and redirection.
The typical process
involves multiple iterations of software build/test that
requires weeks to months to complete.
Current
approaches are not sufficient for a rapid, hands-off
approach. The short timelines needed for responsive
space launch mission planning cannot have experts
involved in a hands-on process. To support the very
short timelines required for responsive space
missions, the solution approaches must support
operational crew implementation with timelines
measured in hours, not months.
This section
provides summary information on:
Launch Mission Planning Programs
On-Orbit Mission Planning Programs
Computational Fluid Dynamic Analogies to
Mission Planning
Launch Mission Planning Programs
There are a number of semi-automated trajectory
optimization programs currently in use. Similar
automated solutions also exist for spacecraft mission
planning. All of these solutions require intervention
by experts to guide programs towards convergent
solutions. Two competing programs frequently used
in the launch mission planning cycle are OTIS and
POST:
•

•

Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation
(OTIS) written by The Boeing Corporation
in conjunction with NASA-Glenn Research
Center (GRC)
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories
(POST) written by Lockheed Martin
Astronautics and NASA-Langley Research
Center (LaRC)
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The main difference between the two programs is the
way that they represent the physics of the problem.
POST uses the more traditional direct shooting
approach that calculates the state variables as a
function of time throughout the entire trajectory. This
guarantees that the physics of the problem are
accurate at all times during the simulation. On the
other hand, OTIS has the capability to solve the
trajectory problem in more than one way. In addition
to explicitly calculating the trajectory with direct
shooting when operating in Mode 3, OTIS can also
solve the problem implicitly when run in Mode 4.
The implicit method used in Mode 4 is known as the
collocation method and uses a series of polynomials
to represent the state variables. During the actual
process of solving the problem, there is no guarantee
that the problem satisfies all of the physics of the
problem until it is solved.7
In a recent comparison of these two programs some
of the limitations and potential divergences of these
types of trajectory optimization programs were
pointed out: “In the arena of conceptual launch
vehicle design, one of the most critical and time
consuming disciplines is that of predicting vehicle
performance. It is important to predict the
performance as accurately as possible because what
appear to be minor changes in a vehicle’s mass ratio
(MR) can cause the predicted initial mass of the
vehicle to skyrocket and result in an infeasible design
over the course of a design iteration sequence.”8
Also identified was the potential for these programs
to present false optimizations: “results for a particular
problem is [are] dependent upon the initial conditions
used to set up the problem. As a result, the optimizer
will report that it has found the global optimum when
it has in fact only found a local optimum.”9 It is in
cases like this that the mission planning processes
require expert intervention to guide them to a correct
convergent solution.
On-Orbit Mission Planning Programs
Mission planning tools also exist for the orbital phase
of a satellite’s planned lifetime. Although these tools
and their implementation are not the focus of this
paper, summary information is provided because of
their direct relevance to the overall responsive space
mission planning process. Investigation of rapid onorbit mission optimization approaches deserves a
more
extensive
and
separate
discussion.
Representative on-orbit mission planning processes
include:
•

Horais

ASPEN (Automated Scheduling and
Planning Environment) Mission Planning,

•

developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and,
JIT (Just in Time) Planning, also developed
by JPL

ASPEN is a system for automation of planning and
scheduling for space mission operations. ASPEN
contains a number of innovations including: an
expressive but easy to use modeling language,
multiple search (inference) engines, iterative repair
suited for mixed initiative human in loop operations,
real-time re-planning and response, and plan
optimization. ASPEN is being used for the Citizen
Explorer (CX-1) (June 2000 launch) and 2nd
Antarctic Mapping Missions (AMM-2, Fall 2000).
ASPEN has also been used to automate ground
communications stations - automating generation of
tracking plans for the Deep Space Terminal (DS-T).
ASPEN has been used to demonstrate automated
command generation and onboard planning for rovers
and is currently being evaluated for operational use
for the Mars-01 Marie Curie rover mission.10
In NOV 2000 JPL engineers investigated an
automated mission planning process called “Just In
Time (JIT)” Planning. Their approach was based on
existing JPL software: Apgen (a resource-based
activity planner), Spice (a library for accessing and
processing trajectory information), and DARTS Shell
(a spacecraft attitude control and simulation
package). The distinguishing feature of their
approach is that planning is done in real time,
concurrently with execution. In this way, the planner
has access to up-to-date information and is able to
accommodate unforeseen variations in spacecraft or
external conditions. By inserting small amounts of
“software glue” between these three components,
they achieved a smooth transition from deterministic
execution of a time-ordered command sequence to an
adaptive system that responds in closed-loop fashion
to events predicted by the simulator. The main
benefit of this approach is to provide an adjustable
level of autonomy, ranging from conventional
commanding to full autonomy.11
Computational Fluid Dynamic Analogies
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) offers a wellrecognized solution approach for complex fluid flow
problems. In many ways the CFD solutions reflect
the non-linear and potentially divergent nature of the
space launch mission planning process. “CFD is
commonly accepted as referring to the broad topic
encompassing
the
numerical
solution,
by
computational methods, of the governing equations
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which describe fluid flow, the set of the NavierStokes equations, continuity and any additional
conservation equations, for example energy or
species concentrations.” 12 The degree of difficulty of
a flow-simulation problem is strongly dependent on
its magnitude, i.e. on the number of :
• dimensions,
• objects,
• boundary conditions,
• participating processes, and
• physical phases
The greater the magnitude of the problem, the greater
must be the size of the computer, and the time for
which it must run; and computers possessing the
necessary power and speed for even moderately large
problems are simply not available. CFD provides an
example of a complex process with many periodic
and unpredictable sub-processes and variables – not
unlike the problem of developing optimized launch
trajectories. “However, there is another equally
insuperable source of difficulty: scientific knowledge
is also lacking or inadequate for many of the
processes and materials to which one might wish to
apply CFD. Thus the fire in the waste-paper basket
[problem] cannot truly be simulated by CFD, even if
simplified in respect of geometry, because the
chemistry and physics of the combustion of paper
have not yet been reduced to quantitative scientific
order.”13

Planning for the launch phase of an orbital mission
involves many variables (temperatures, pressures,
winds aloft, etc.) that are not known and have to be
deduced as in the fire in the waste basket example
above. As a result, the trajectory solution must be
robust enough (often by backing-off from the
optimum solution) to handle a range of unknown
variations in fluid flow parameters. Pre-solving a
range of parameter variations for launch mission
planning may provide a means to speed up and
optimize the solution, especially if the solutions
implemented represent only a small deviation from
the pre-solved cases.
AREAS FOR PROCESS ACCELERATION
Compressing the current launch vehicle integration
process from months to hours requires a detailed
assessment of each step involved in the process and a
rethinking of which steps can be done in advance and
which steps need to be done when the mission “callup” occurs. In Figure 3 a typical 12-month launch
vehicle process is dissected into several elements
(mission planning, range control, vehicle testing, etc.)
and each category is evaluated for its contribution to
the overall timeline.
Several observations can be made from this process
dissection:
a) The time between steps is significant –
developing a means to accomplish a majority of

Figure 3. Compressing the Process
Horais
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the tasks in advance can remove this delay from
the responsive space-lift timeline
b) Launch vehicle testing can be accomplished
during the manufacturing process and a
minimum amount of testing can be incorporated
during the final launch vehicle integration hours
prior to launch. Built-in-test (BIT) capabilities
can augment the factory testing and
standardization of interfaces and payload
characteristics can minimize the need for
specialized testing.
c) Self-contained range control at the launch site
can eliminate the need for lengthy mission
specific interactions and coordination with
existing ground-based range facilities. One was
to achieve this is with air-launch over the ocean.
d) Mission Planning must be accomplished in a
matter of hours to meet the specific mission
needs from tasking authorities. It may be
possible to pre-compute some of the more
difficult
and
time-consuming
mission
calculations in advance and then implement
small time-interval deviations from precalculated solutions for the actual launch.
e) The final launch sequence steps can still be
accomplished within a matter of hours. It may
even be possible to have a launch aircraft in
flight or on the launch pad awaiting mission
assignments and then complete the mission
planning onboard or at the launch site and load
the mission parameters to the launch vehicle and
payload once tasking is received. This would
require that the manpower intensive processes in
current launch sequences be virtually eliminated
and compressed into menu-driven launch
planning tools that could be operated by flight or
ground crews. This would not be unlike the
airborne mission planning and launch of smart
weapons that is done today in military aviation.
It would also be similar to the mission planning
activities that are conducted on ballistic missile
submarines or at ballistic missile launch sites.

solutions. Figure 4 shows a representative solution
space (pre-solved) for the complex problem set and a
time-extended (real-time) solution space.
The time-extended solutions are derived from presolved and continuously updated solutions of the
complex, non-linear mission planning processes.
The pre-solved solutions have already addressed the
chaotic divergences and false local solutions –
possibly through use of expert intervention, and have
arrived at the optimized exact solutions for the
desired parameters. Imagine the mission planning
solution “engine” as a process that is constantly
developing valid and optimized solutions for
anticipated input parameter variations.
The presolver solution “engine” is constantly asking the
question “Can we launch now?”
Pre-Solver Engine Continually asks:
CAN WE LAUNCH NOW?

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
As mentioned earlier in the paper, a time-extended
solution process may provide an approach to support
responsive space mission planning by continual
processing of the mission planning non-linear
solutions in advance of mission tasking. Because the
mission planning problem is inherently complex and
has no “closed form” final solution, it is currently
solved iteratively with human experts in the loop to
guide the process away from chaotic divergences, or
false solutions. This hands-on expert intervention
process is not amenable to responsive launch
Horais

Figure 4. Potential Solution Space
When the mission tasking is received the operational
launch crews import the most recent optimized
solution for their specific launch tasking and derive
their specific mission planning solutions by using
only small parameter increment variations from the
known solutions. Using time as one parameter, the
real-time solution exists as only a small timeextended (t + ∆t) solution beyond the pre-solved
optimized solution at time ‘t’ as shown in the lower
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part of Figure 4. By generating a pre-computed
library of solutions it would be possible to archive
solutions for thousands of potential orbital tasking
scenarios. The mission planning operator (possible a
flight or ground crew member) would not be required
to conduct full non-linear optimization solutions but
would just utilize time-extended solutions that could
be rapidly calculated from the most current library of
complex solutions. This would support mission
planning by the launch vehicle crews either on the
ground within hours of launch or in-flight (for air
launch) while awaiting final mission tasking.
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